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I. The Committee: Background, Composition, and Chrge

Early in the Fall Semester, 1959, the subject of collective bargainino
and its implication for the WMU Faculty Senate and faculty was brovr)it
to the attention of the Senate bY President David Adams. The svt:ject
was discussed and deemed a worthy one for investigation becav,e of the
obvious concern that the faculty would be likely to feel gor this
heretofore little discussed issue. On October 22, President Adams
wrote a letter to Roger Benn,,tt, Chairman of the SP:,ate Professional
Concerns Committee, asking that Committee to as:ume responsibility for a
joint study in cooperation with the Insuranc.,, and Salary Committee. At
the November meeting oF the full Senate certain questions were raised
as to the potential for objectivity of such a study, based on the wording
of the request, and after debate en the floor of the Senate, the Executive
3oard was directed to substitute an ad hoc Committee of the Senate for
the joint Commitcee prev'ously envisioned. The charge to thia Committee
was reworded to reflect neutrality in the question.

Through a letter, dated December 15, 1959, President Adams constituted
the Committee, which now submits this report, suggesting that its function
shoulo be "to conduct an impartial, factual study of the current state of
professional collective bargaining in the United States in general, and
in Michigan in particular," and that "the study should be restricted to
a description of probable effects of bargaining on the Facult, the
Faculty Senate and the University as a whole and shr- ly recom-
mendations or partisan evaluations."

The Board asked the following members of the faculty to serve on the
Committee with John Phillips as Chairman:

Guntram Bischoff, Religion
Gene Booker, Management
James Casey, Business
Frank Jamison, Broadcasting
William Kanzler, Teacher Education

Alice Kavanaugh, Home Economics
Cameron Lambe, Teacher Education
John Phillips, English

Wichers, Engineering & Technology
David Zinn, Economics

This Committee reflects' a broad spectrum of interests with some members
well versed in the considerations that faced the group, some with direct
experience in industrial bargaining, and others who represented the more
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general intere3ts of the faculty as a whole. It should be noted immediately

that all approached the subject with predispositions, with a certain naivete

but with a rirm Uetermination to hear out all posrAble sides to the comp,ex

question of professional collective bargaining. It should also be noted

that Committee members have changed their posture on the subject as they

have become more immersed in its intricacies. It is vital that this point

be made in an attempt to underscore the pitfalls possible when one responds

too quickly to this subject, particularly at an emotional level, and with-

out first digesting as much of the somewhat meager information as is avail-

abie and that relates directly to the subject of Professional Col/ective

Bargaining in four year institutions of higher learning.

II. Committee Operations

The Committee was asked to make a report of its findings at the April 1:)S9

meeting of the Senate. This meant that the.e were barely three months
in which to organize, investigate, and reLpond taking into account the

Christmas holidays and the time necessary For drafts and rewrite of the

Committee rport. It is the considered opon of the Committee that this is

really quite an inadequate period of time to study such a weighty question

as this and that this report should be v e,.ed only as a preliminary fact-

finding effort which we would hope would be followed up periodically by

more intensive investigation.

Uithin the period ef time allotted, howevr, the Committee has made significaot

headway toward meeting the charge that i was given. The followina is a

brief chronology of major Committee acti ies:

Jan. 31 - A.A.U.P. all-day Conference on Faculty Collective Bargaining,

Michigan State University. Present were about SO representatives
of Michigan Higher Education, including most of the four-year

institutions. This meeting proved to be a ''aluable point of

departure for the Five Committee member present (along with an
additional four WMU faculty from the local A.A.U.P. chapter).

Included among those who spoke and were available for private

consultation was Alfred Sumberg, A.A.U.P. expert in Collective
aargaining, John Dyer-3ennett, member of the A.A.U.P, Nation61

Council, and Bill Vincent, A.A.U.P. executive in the area of

two-year colleges.

Feb. 3 - Committee meeting with guest, Mrs. Suzanne Helburn, American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) organizer-at San Jose State College
(California), now a member of the +AMU Department of Management.

Feb. 17 - Committee meeting with guest, Joe De Ment, English faculty,

Oakland University, who told of his experience with the Col-
lective Jargaining situation that is now developing on that

campus under the leadership of the Oakland A.A.U.P. Chapter.
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Feb. 24 - Committee Meeting with guest, Charles Belknap, now on the staff

of lie M4rhigan Association of Higher Education (4AHE), formerly

faculty member at Washtenaw Community College with exprience in

collective bargaining at Central Michigan University. He told

of the circumstances leading to MAHE organizing that faculty.

March - Committee evaluation of ell testimony, documents, and correspcndence

received in an attempt to define actual present involvement of

higher education in collective bargaining, organizations that act

as agents, and the various levels of involvement possible by faculties.

It was not possible to adequately fulfill the broader charge of the Board

related to the status of collective bargaining in the United States with

the limited time requirements and the even more limited availability of

solid information about the national scope of such activity, but it is safe

to say that with the information which we did receive through contact with

such national leaders as those of the A.A.U.P., we are prepared to make

some generalizations.

III. Faculty Professional Interests

One is taken with the need to define just exactly what it is that directly

concerns the faculty memeer as he engages in his professional activities

as teacher, researcher, etc. Without attempting to assign any definite

order, here are some of the major areas of faculty concerns:

1. Academic freedom
2. Professional tenure
3. Adequate compensation
4. Discrimination in employment practices
5. Fringe benefits (insurance, retirement plans, etc.)

S. Faculty participation in institutional policy making

7. Due process and other procedural safeguards in confrontations

B. Teaching, library, office and research space and facilities

9. Secretarial and other sub-professional asslstance

10. Support of professional travel
11. Sabbatical and other leave policy

12. Teaching load
13. Democratic practice in departmental affairs

It is obvious as one reads this list in light of the prospect of collective

bargaining, that the issues quickly become quite complex. The industrial

model, in which a clear distinction is made between management, which

hires and fires, makes operating decisions and supervises operations, --

and labor, which performs the routine work, is not adequate. The academic

setting is immediately recognizable as different from this industrial

model although there is still an employer-employee relationship present

on the campus. Hourly wage rates do not apply because the concept of time-

clock hours vanishes and faculty involvement in hiring, firing, operating

decisions end working procedures is so pervasive that the management-labor

line becomes difficult to draw.
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The simple fact is that without this industrie' model to emulate we find

it difficult to draw many clear parallels between other historically viable

forms of the collective bargaining and that which is neseccary in higher

educacion. Immediately one may point to the rapid growth of exclusive

bargaining agents in the public education K-12 realm but unfortunately the

history of contract negotiations in these areas speaks to few of the points

in the list abovc. Indeed, as reluctant as one might be to recognize it,

there seems to De a rather clear stratification of the educational spectrum

that has direct carry-over into c.he nature end extent of faculty ergani2ing

activity at the various levels. Throughout our contacts with national

experts, as well as those grouping independently at local levels, the com-

mittee heard such statements as '',,,,ie
learned what we could from the Junior

College contracts that we could get our hands on but their concerns seemed

to he quite different from ours." OF course, the closer two types of in-

stitutions are on the ,:ducacional spectrum, the more benefit possible from

patterning oneself after the other institution. For instance, junior

colleges have more in common with four-year liberal arts/vocational colleges

than they would with large multiversities. Likewise, it was seen that the

concerns of faculty_at a.foun7year university; such as_Western, were_suf-

fierly different from-those a public-school faculties to render_their

eFTEriCei-at the bargaining tables of limited value. Fur-thermeire, experi-

efit-e-lia-S---shown that otherwise seasoned professional labor lawyers and nego-

tiators require careful guidance from faculty meni!- -s about academic con-

(cerns; and in the absence of that guidance, higher education contracts
have been written and signed which bavgained away existing rights in academic

freedom, tenure, and other matters.

With the implications of the stratification of bargaining interests defined,

let us go back to the listing of faculty professional interests and respond

directly from the data that we have collected. It should be noted that

we came into contact with situations in which contracts dealt with these

issues to varying degrees, with some agreements attempting to cover all

manor of issues, and some covering only the barest of "essentials." Arain,

in our contact with experienced parties, we were told "let it WI- h, . zr

restrict formal negotiations only to those matters 1%-,- J .Ifically

to "employee welfare" items presumably meaning wages, hours or load, and

fringe benefits as they are commonly understood. The experience of ihose

attempting to deal with other more subtle aspects of the academic environment

seemed generally less than ideal.

Here, then, are some specific reflections on the major points outlined

above:

I. Academic freedom - There seems to be a general reticence to attempt

to define (through contract agreement) this area of concern. Only in those

instances where faculty-administration communications were completely

lacking was this delicate subject approached.

;;I.
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2. Professional tenure - The route to tenure may be more clearly defined
through a contract where an articulated policy had not previously existed,
and this would certainly represent an advantage for faculty members so
involved. The context in which the question of tenure most frequently
arose was in defining the problems of a group of faculty employees voting
for an "agency shop" (that is, a campus where all faculty members must
pay the union for its collective bargaining services, whether they belong
or not). qecent court decisions have.clearly indicated_that the_agency
Ishop rule takes_precedence_over tenure agreements. In Fact, teachers
ha-T4-1-6Si-theirjobs -in-the State of Michigan-Tor refusing to pay die
ag-e.ii-Oly7fee. "-!./hi le-frif,--id-ustry --th-e--07iice is for unions to seek a
anion shop contract provision under which all employees are ultimately
compelled to join the union, at this writing no union or agency shop
provision is being sought at either Oakland or Central Michigan Universities.

3. Adequate ccmpensation There.is.no doubt that this is the most common
reason for persons organizing. Of those campuses that we had direct
iFir5FElaion about, only one did not cite this as their primary reason for
considering unionizing. Tnat instance waslOakland Universitlyand their
three aims, while financially related, were not specificaTi-dealing
with simple salary increases: 1) to destroy the two-part budgeting sit-
uation in wMch new faculty were hired with funds from those available
for increasing the salaries of continuing faculty (thus perpetuating
inequities), 2) work for an early salary notification system (preferably
before March 1), and 3) to increase salary increments with local funds.
Professor De Ment of Oakland told the committee he hoped faculties at
other institutions would also organize so that a joint effort could be
made to increase the total amount of state funds available for higher
education in Michigan. As will be noted later in this report, the whole
issue of salary level is a serious consideration 'Jr th , a. JMU
as our salary scale does not - favorably with :acues of simgar
institutions in ihe c,11L.,1 d-ive iecwing industrial states of the country.
The question becomes one of how best to rectify this situatiop.

. 4. Discrimination in employment practices - Emptoyment policy show .73

be nondisc,-imintory. Ample evidence exists that there is discrimira,
against women faculty members in salary, promotion, and other condions
of employint. A recent NEA survey reports median salary for women
faculty members as 15.3 percent less than that for men, all other fnc-,ars
being equal. Any collective bargaining agreement or other employme.-it
policy shcAld attempt to eliminate discrimination of al! kinds.

5. Frinre benefits - As with salary, this welfare item is always sJeh as
an appropriate point t) be lonsidered in contract negotiations. Th
extent to which faculties have brought this point to the bargaining -ble
is in invers proportion to the amount of fringe benefit considerat
prior to negotiation. aemarks at the East Lansing A.A.U.P. meeting indi-

\ cated that it was in the area of fringe benefits that they_expected
collective-bargaining to be most beneficial.
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Facultx parcicipation in institutional policy-making - Aside trom the
obvious issue D? money, this area of concern was most strongly felt by

faculties considering collective bargaining. In the clear majority of
cases where unioniiatTEA has taken place on a campus, there were mentions
of insensitive, frequently overbea:ing adminiJtrations. Professor George
31ackburn-of Central Michigan University said, "Governance is the major
concern, really." Additionally, the January A.A.U.P. conference generally
agreed that "long-range budget participation by faeulty is needed."

7. Due process and other procedural safeguards - This area has been
written into some contracts and consciously avoided in others. Again,
where faculty-administration lines of communication are open this seems
to be an issue well avoided but it is just this sort of consideration
that has forced ocher faculties to seek collective affiliation. Conven-

tional contract grievance procedures reduce faculty responsibility for
managing Some of its most important areas of interest. Where opportunities
for solving problems at an informal level--are eliminated, (and these
informal channels are frequently cut off by labor law), the chance for
misunderstanding is much greater. It is obvious that grievanga_procadures
must exist. With many autocratic administrations,particularly in com-
munity colleges, collective bargaining has been the only means of agsuring
dus_procestiployment disagreements and even minimal faCtifti-13artici-
pation in institutional governments.

(Items 0, 9, 10, and 11 are of less importance in collective bargaini
situations but could be included in a contract).

12. Teaching load - Here is another employee welfare item that would
normally be taken into account when formal agreement is considered. Local

condition: will dictate in rather straightforward ways what might be
written into such an agreement.

13. DemocratiO practice in departmental affairs - This is. a particularly
cloudy issue because the effects of collective bargaining on the demo-
cratization of departmental affairs are largely unknown and present con-
stitutional relationships are ambiguous at best. Lt is not clear, For

instance if upoa_tatcoduction_of collective_kenmainingl_elected depart-
ment chairmen woutd be forced into a management_role; or_ if senior_mem-
bers of-a -department would forfeit their bargaining rights because they

powerOf-niring new ri6a1ty. The critical issue
would, however, seem to be that of departmental autonomy as a keystone

'in the democratization of the university. There would seem to be little
doubt that collective bargaining would tend to limit such autonomy.
However, it should be born in mind that the democratization prceess, by

its own inherent logic.in as much as it affects the entire university,

may well result in the limitation of departmental autonomy, quite apart

from the issue of collective bargaining. Questions .such as these must

be thoroughly pondered and resolved before contract settlement can be

attempted.
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It should be understood that a collentive bargaining agreement could
include all of the inerests listed above and many others in addition
(witness the City University of Mew York agreement with ics many detailed
provisions which is attached as an appendix to this report). In fact,
anything which the bargaining parties agree to include could be included.
Even a 96 poge Faculty Handbook could be incorporated by reference into
a rather brief Formal contract.

With this briefest look at some of the implications of collective bargaining
as they re:ate to the felt needs of the individual faculty member, we

.will move to the next consideration, that of the possible avenues avail-
able to mee these needs.

IV. How May Facult, Interests be Advanced?

One must look with some trepidation at the welter of alternatives that
are available toward the solution of the question posed above. Just as
there now seems to be a broad range of agreements currentl; in Force at
various levels of the educational stratum, just so there are_ an infinite
variety oF shadings in answering the question of what one formalizes
through collective bargaining. !e find all levels of involvement, From
no contract at all to an extrema on the other end where vitually all
matters of serious concern related to the campus-Faculty-administrative
relationship are legislated in the contract. It is important to note that
experimentation with less Formal channels of communication and problem
solving tends to be cut off through the crystalizing effect oF contract
agreement but administrative arbitrariness is also reduced. The point
to be learned from this seems to be that one had better be sure where one
wishes to operate on the scale of Formalization of campus processes
before he confronts the collective bargaining situation.

To make more clear the various levels of involvement, here is a listing
of several major levels, again with comments reflecting information that
the Committee has gleaned:

1. Ro Format Arrangementt- This category most closely doscribes th'e-
historical condition of higher education, at least superficially. Of
course, the campus that does not operate under some set of ground rules,
no matter how informal,-is surely in deep trouble. Only in those in-
stances where there are clear and open informal channeis communication
between faculty and administration could such a scheme work, but at
best the administrator must be a "benevolent dictator," a role which
would surely be as uncomfortable for him as for the faculty. This alter-
native, then, is only as good as the campus administrative leadership.
In any case, it would not seem an attractive long-range plan.

2. Shared Responsibility - (Perhaps more clearly, Shared Authority)
This is roughly the posture in which the faculty at UU now stands, though
there is still need to seriously consider the further democratization of
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the processes. The distinction between shared responsibilities and collective
bargaining should be made clear at this point. Under the former arrange-
ment, faculty members are considered officers of the institution and co-
operate in its policy-making process with administrators and students
from a position of functional equality. Collective_bargaining presupposes
an adversary relationship between employer and employee in which each
Side-attempts te- win as many concessions and lose as few aspossible.
Ufider-alahared responsibilitylarrangement, lines of force are frequently
less clear than one might_iaeaily_wia, but the opportunity f&ilin-formal
eoffSiaItätibn in problem solving is always available and this is a -faCil-
itatinm-factor: beneficial-toTh1I-partieS.- ----It-id-ObViOUS---that Without'
the-impact-of Unity that is renresented by assigning a bargaining agent,
a faculty may be weak as it tries to force administrative moves toward
more ideal economic conditions, but it should be pointed out that there
is little sound proof of the theory of union influence as it applies to
four-year institutions of higher learning, the economic factors seeming
to be at least az much affected by broader institutional relationships
with legislatures. Unity is a necessary but not sufficient coadition of
bargaining power. In fact, contractual agreement between a governing
board and a faculty cannot guarantee the availability of funds to im-
plement the agreement. Article XXXII of the CUNY contract, for instance,
explicitly recognizes that some provisions must Le contingent upon enabling
action by legislative bodies of the city and state. Where clear cut
guidelines have been articulated through a faculty handbook, constitution,
or bylaws, there may be little reason to consider a bargaining agent for
:'-easons other than employee welfare. The track record_ of_the_A.A.U.P.
as an effective agent in the subtI,7-. check-and-balance system of higher
edu6ation7ls-UnimpeaChable. A.A.U.P. preference in university government

liS-1-6i7TiiirStitiiiionai-aUthority shared between administrators, students,
land a viable faculty senate rather than expending similar energies in
developing what is, by definition, an adversary relationship.

3. (a) A.A.U.P. Style Contract Agreements - Here we see a marked distinction
between this form of representation and that'of the next level which emulates
the industrial model. The distinction is clearly one in which a profes-
sionally oriented bargaining agency, with a cl!lar understanding of the
uniqueness of the academic setting, represents the interest of the faculty.
The A.A.U.P., in the absence of shared responsibility through a v5able
faculty.senate as.described above, now serves as a collective bargaining
agent on many campuses across the country and certainly has developed more -

background in this area than any other organization oriented to the interests
of faculties in institutions of higher learning. They have, in general,
been able to talk to administrations with a common language and are, of
course, sensitive to the special problems that are implicit in the aca-
demic community. This type of "bargaining" is certainly less effective
where hard-nosed labor union tactics seem to be necessary, but the values
of common educational goals etc., would seem to offset this deficiency.
It is interesting to note that the A.A.U.P. counsels against "no strike'`
provisions, i.e. one aspect of academic freedom is the freedom to strike.

8.
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3. (b) Union Style - Within this broad category of potential relationships
there are again a wide range of practices now in force. Such organizations
as the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and The Michigan Association
of Higher Education (MAHE) tend to be more oriented.to the special needs
of campus bargaining, but thP_finai_Dutcome seems_to_be_that_of _a_formal,
adversary relationship in the majority_of cases studied. CertLdnly the

- - _ _ _ _ .

.

question of azel-Ity or union shop is one that should be attended to diligently!
No group that we talked to or heard of in higher e__Ication recommended
this as an attractive solution to problems. Individual freedom and tenure
rights would, indeed, seem to be placed in serious jeopardy.by'the adop-
tion of such a stipulation. The sacrifice made in adopting a conventional
union situation on a campus seems to be in the area of understanding and
meaningfUl communication. We were told, for instance, that in the Cali-
fornia colleges faculty participation and democratic practice were quite
minf_mal prior to their strike. After several years of experience with
unionization in California, the comment was made that "local people are
better in higher education that state and national union leaders because
of greater experience in higher education matters." There is little
doubt that those who organized in California achieved some of the ob-
jectives that they set out to obtain, but it is also obvious that they
made sacrifices in the process and most of the gains they were credited
with achieving after the strike are already familiar policies at WMU.

Regardless of the differences in the role or collective bargaining between
community colleges and four-year institutions; it is strikto_note
economic gains being reported in the community college contracts .ascom-
pared-ta-comperisation_improvement at WM11:---Here, in 1968-69 salaries in-

of-$767 or 7.2.percent. Among the 28 community
college salary settlements reported by MAHE for 1969-70, all but two
reported larger dollar increases (median about $1,200; high $2,875), and
all increased by a higher percentage (median 12 percent; highs 29 and
W:n9 percent).

V. Who i. Available to Help?.

Following the pattern of developing information from the informal to the
formal or from local control to national union, let us now look specif-
ically at the WMU situation and discuss the agencies available for rep-
resentation in that light.

WMU Faculty Senate - As it is now constituted, the Faculty Senate could
not act as a bargaining agent. With several members of the University
administration sitting as regular voting members, the Senate could not
rkbresent the interests of the-faculty. AdditiOnally, there is the
querStiOn-OT departtent-head6-who haAie been elected to Senate seats and
this further clouds the issue. While it would be possible to recon-
stitute the Senate to specifically reflect interests of faculty alone,
this woad be a matter needing much study before consideration as a
viable alternative.
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American Association of University_Professors (A.A.U.P.) - While the local
chapter of the A.A.U.P. has undergone a decline in membership in recent
years, it could serve as a focal point for collective bargaining on this
campus as it does at many other institutions. While negotiations tend
to be equally formal under A.A.U.P. leadership, the element of profes-
sionalism is present; and the tenefits of understinding the academic

-
community mentioned elmr,lwhere in this report are in evidence. There
seems to be less of an adversary relationship.developed under the guise

of A.A.U.P. bargainlEg. While Stiiking, as Much, is not recommended by
A.A.U.P. experts, they do suggest less formal ways of maintaining power
(such as faculty refusal to teach in the summer term, which decision
does not represent a breach of contract or agreement of employment but

which would establish the desired power base). In at least one instance
in Michigan, it has been possible to reconcile the interests of several
splinter organizing groups under the leadership of the campus A.A.U,P.
chapter.

National Society of Professors (NSP) An arm of the National Education
Association. This organization is just being developed and it is im-
possible to properly assess its potential at this time.

Michigan Association of Higher Education (MAHE), an arm of the Michigan
Education Association - MAHE is becoming more involved in collective
bargaining and still maintains much of the professionalism in its bar-
gaining. It ham the backing of the large MEA organization and while
their experience_in organizing_the_public-schools_is_of-limited help,
at least they are geared to consider the questions that must be dealt

with. Central Michigan University chose MAHE as their bargaining agent
."because of its experience and resources."

Local Union Organization (unaffiliated) - For those campuses wishing to
retain local autonomy and initiacive, this alternative may be an attractive
one. While there are still the potentials for professional bargaining
and "congenial" administrative relations, the loca.1 union tends to lack
the depth and strength that_other organizations_derive_from state or
natidriat-affiliations. Wddizionally, the complexity of the_negotiatihg
Kituation places th-e-m at a disadvantage, frequently at the mercy of the
Labor-M6diation 3oard.--Testimony -which we heard again speaks to this
point: "It is hard to find a professional negotiator who knows anything
abcut four-year institutions." This problem is compounded by the naivete
of the local negotia:or.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT), affiliate of the AFL-CIO - Presently
the bargaining agent elected by many public school employee groups. This
trend has carried over into junior college organizing. The negotiators
tend to follow the industrial model with its basic assumption that bar-
gaining relationships must be of an adversary nature. Methods have
tanded-to be crude-and lack the professional finesse implied in higher
eddcation negotiations. They have been abundantly successful in-gecuring
weffare -concessiolisF in public school and junior college situations but
have seldom been selected as the agent for faculties in four-year institutions.

;JO'
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Other Unions - This category is inclutted to imply the range of other
bargaining agents that are available but that stand outside of educational

circles. Uhile they should not be overlooked in any intensive survey
of the question of collective bargaining agents, further mention in this

report seems superfluous.

APPENDIX

1. 3ibliography
2. CUNY contract
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